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LOADING ON A HEIZCOPTER ROTOR BLADE

By John P. Rabbott, Jr.
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SUMMARY

An experhental investigation of the aerodynamic loading on a
15-foot-dismeterhelicqter rotor blade in static thrust was conducted
for a tip-speed range of kOO to 500 feet per second and disk loads of
zero to about 2.5 pounds per sqpare foot. The chordtise pressure dis-
tributions at five spanwise stations sre presented and a comparison is
made between the measured spanwise loading and a simple theoretical
loading modified by an approximate correction for a finite number of
blades.

The variation of spanwise load distribution near the blade tip with
thrust indicates that the blade tip loss is
coefficient.

INTRODUCTION

proportional to the th%st

Because of the very complex flow pattern in a helicopter-rotor wake,
the calculation of the aerodynamic loading on a rotor blade is a difficult
mathematical problem whose solution is possible only when many simplMying
assumptions as to the distribution of induced velocity across the rotor
disk are made.

The total thrust of a rotor, when calculated from blade-element
strip analysis snd modified by a suitable tip-loss factor, has been found
to agee fatilywel.1 with the actual thrust. However, very little experi-
mental data have been available heretofore to compsre with the calculated
spanwise distribution of loading. Reference 1 is an experimental inves- ~
tigation of the aerodynamic loading on a model rotor blade for a wide
variety of flight conditions,but it is limited somewhat by the relatively
low frequency response of the pressure measuring equipment in forward
flight. For the static-thrust condition, reference 1 presents the chord-
wise and spsmwise loadingm a rotor blade at one pitch singleand one tip
speed.
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2 NACA TN 36843

The present report presents the static-thrustportion of the results
of an investigation to measure the dynamic rotor-blade loading for a
series of flight conditions from static thrust through forward flight.
Chordwise pressure distributions at five spanwise locations were meas-
ured for a range of pitch angles from sMghtly negative to a value cor-
responding to msxhmm allowable design load on the blade, a disk loading
of about 2.5 pounds per square foot, for tip speeds of W to 500 feet per
second. These data sre presented and a comparison is made with a theo-
retical spanwise loading. Some discussion of an appropriate tip-loss
factor to be used in the theoretical performance calculations is given
also.

SWtaneous measurements of rotor thrust and torque input were also
made and are presented.
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area of fuselage immersed in rotor wake, sq ft

tip-loss factor, 1 -
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~; blade elements outbosrd of radius BR

profile drag but no Uf’t

verticsl drag coefficient of fuselage,
Fuselage drag
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section lift coefficient, Mft/qc

thrust coefficient, T

ITR2P(S2R)2

corrected thrust coefficient from wind-tunnel balance

measured thrust coefficient from wind-tunnel balauce

rotor-s~ torque coefficient, Q

iR2P(fLR)2R

blade-section chord, ft

rotor-shaft torque, lb-ft
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local dynamic pressure, ~rfl)2

blade radius measured from center of rotation, f%

radial distance to blade element, l%

rotor thrust, lb

measured rotor thrust from wind-tunnel balance, lb

value of rotor-induced velocity at fuselage, taken as induced

velocity in ultimate wake, flR_, ft/sec

distance from leading edge to w point on chord, ft

blade-section pitch angle, deg

mass density of air, slugs/cu f%

rotor solidity, bc/fi

rotor amgular velocity, radLans/sec

EQUTPMENT AND TESTS

The rotor blades sre of rectangular untwisted plan form with a
15-foot diameter, an NACA,0012 airfoil section, and a rotor solidity of
o.0y7. One blade of the two-bladed teetering rotor was instrumented with
NACA miniature electrical pressure gages (ref. 2) to measure the differ-
ential pressures of the upper to the lower surface at ten chordwise
locations for each of five sp=wise statio~. me tist~nted bl~e .
has a very slightly ~eater thickness than the instrumented blade, as
some additional lsyers of covering material were added for balance. Fig-
ure 1 is a sketch of the instrumented rotor blade showing the principsl
dimensions ~d the pressure-orifice locations, and figure 2 is a photo-
graph of a section of the instrumented blade taken during its construc-
tion. This figure shows the location of the pressure gages and the asso-
ciated wiring and tubing. The wires to the gages were imbedded in the
surface of the blade and led to a terminal strip at the root where con-
nection to the hub and slip rings was made. The forward portion of the
blade, from the leading edge to the quarter chord, was formed of an alu-
minum D-section spar covered with balsa fairing strips. The rear portion
was built up of plywood ribs and balsa plsmking, and the whole blade was
then covered with one layer of fiber glass impregnated with Paraplex resin.

—. —. —. .— ..— .—.
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A T-inch length of Monel tubing with an inside dismeter of 0.060 inch was
used to connect both the upper- and the lower-surface orifices to the cor-
responding pressure gage. This dbnension was kept constant for all pres-
sure pickups so that the frequency response and phase shift would be the
same for all gages. Figure 3 shows the frequency-response characteristics
for a typical gage and tubing combination. For the highest rotational
speed tested, the installation gave a flat frequency response through the
sixth hSZTiOIliC.

Although forty-five slip rings were available for electrical connec-
tion between the rotating and stationary parts of the model,.this number
was not sufficient to enable all five stations to be recorded at one time.
Therefore, a remotely operated stepping switch located on the rotor hub
was employed whereby stations 1, 2, and 3 (at 0.31, 0.56, and O.~ radius)
were recorded s~taneously. The switch was then advanced and stations
3, 4, and5 (at O.~, O.@, andO.95 radius) were recorded. Station 3
was thus repeated at each test point as a check on the re~eatability of
the data.

Figure 11.of reference 2 shows a circuit diwam essentially the
ssme as the one used for this investigation. The NACAminiature elec-
trical pressure gages formed two sx’msof a four-arm bridge circuit, the
other two being a d- half-bridge. b order to eMminate interaction
between gages, since a coxmnonpower lead was used for each station, the
circuit used herein employed a 1:1 transformer for the dumy half-bridge,
rather than the 25-ohm resistors shown in reference 2. These transformers
were also installed on the top of the rotor hub, between the gage output
and the sli~ rings.

The model was mounted in the open-throat test section of the Langley
full-scale tunnel to enable the use of the wind-tunnel balance to measure
the total rotor thrust. Figure 4 shows the model in operation in the
tunnel. The rotor forces were transmittedby the struts on which the
model was mounted to the balance below. A strain gage located on the
rotor shaft measured the torque input.

-Testswere conducted at tip speeds of 402, 452, and 496 ft/sec for
a range of blade pitch angles from slJ@tly negative to a value giving
appro~tely ~ pounds of thrust. These conditions correspond to
rotor mean lift coefficients of 0.26 to 0.40. For each condition, oscil-
lograph records of the ou~ut of each pressure gage were taken, along
with the rotor thrust from the tunnel bab.nce and the torque input.

CORRECTIONS TO DATA

Since no oscillating loads were measured, as is expected in static
thrust, there were ‘nosmplitude or phase-angle corrections to the pressure

.-—. -- ————~— . .— .
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data; however, the rotor thrust as measured on the wind-tunnel baknce did
require a correction. The balance read the net thrust, or lift force, on
the model as a whole; but, since the rotor induced velocity impinged on
the fuselage and created a down load, the true rotor thrust was the balance
reading plus an amount equal to the down load or the vertical drag on the
fuselage. In order to obtain the fuselage drag coefficient, since the
fuselage had an irregular shape, a l/15-scale model of the fuselage was
constructed and tested in a small open-throat wind tunnel with the air-
stream normal to the horizontal plane of the fuselage. The drag was
measured with a small strain-gage bslance inside the model, and the drag
coefficient obtained thereby was used to compute the down load on the
full-scale fuselage. The thrust correction wsa of the form

A,=@#+

where vfj the value of the induced velocity at the fuselage, was assumed

to be uniform and equal to twice the momentum value at the rotor disk,
because the fuselage was one rotor radius below the hub and the rotor wake
was taken to be fully contracted within this distance. Therefore,

Vf =QR~ and the corrected thrust coefficient is

The area of the fuselage sffected Af was taken as that part that was
within the contracted wake. This thrust correction is of the order of
10 percent of the measured thrust.

A tare correction was applied to the measured torque because of the
resistance of the shsf’tbearings above the torque strain gsge and some
possible wind resistance of the rotor hub, but this tare was a small
percentage of the measured torque in a normal operating range (about
lpercent at a thrust coefficient of 0.005).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Performance Data

Figure 5 represents the static-thrust performance and shows a com-
parison of the measured balance thrust and torque with the theoretical
values and with the rotor thrust as obtained from the integrated pressure
data. The two dashed curves are for the theoretically computed thrust
and torque, whereas the wind-tunnel-balance thrust and torque data

.
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sre represented by the circle sad squsre sydbols. The experimental points
from the tunnel balance for a tip speed of 402 ft/sec are not plotted in
order to keep the figure from being unduly crowded; these points fall in
the ssme pattern as the data for tip speeds of 452 and 496 ft/sec. The
two theory curves were obtatied from the same blade-element strip analysis
but have different tip-loss factors; one is equal to the commonly used

RB = 0.97; the other is equalto B = 1 -—
b

as suggested in reference 3.

The latter factor, which is seento give very good agreement with the
measured tunnel-balance data, averaged 0.97 over the range of the tests
but gave a greater loss at the higher thrust coefficients. This incresse
in tip loss with thrust coefficient is shown again later in the spsmwise-
aerodynamic-loadingdata.

The solid curve in figure 5 represents a fairlng of the integrated
pressure data, and the difference between these data and the scale data
is entirely attributable to a difference in thrust, since the ssme torque
data were usedto plot both. This difference amounts to about 5 percent
at a representative thrust coefficient of 0.005 and is possibly due to
the aforementioned slight dissymmetry in thickness between the two rotor
blades which might result in a different lift on each blade.

When thrust coefficient or torque coefficient is plotted against ,,,

blade pitch angle, no scale effect is found to be present for the range
of rotational speeds covered in this investigation.

Chordwise Ioading

Figure 6 shows some representative chordwise pressure distributions
for three tip speeds at approximately the ssme blade pitch angle. The
curves me conventional in shape, with the total chordwise loading
increasing radially until.0.95 radius is reached; at this point, the
loading decreases, as wouldbe expected from consideration of the blade
tip loss. An additional characteristicthat is noticeable, however,
which indicates that this decreased load is not entirely attributable to
tip loss, is that the loading near the trailhg edge is relatively lower
for the outboard station than for those inboard. This is more clearly
shown in figure 7 where a comparison is made between the measured loading
at two spanwise stations and the theoretical chordwise loading, as
obtahed from reference 4. Figure 7(a), at 0.75 radius, is representa-
tive of the Moard stations and shows good agreement between measure-
ments and theory. At 0.95 radius (fig. 7(b)), however, the measured
data are seento be wch lower at the traiklng edge than the theory
shows. (Since both curves are for the ssme lift coefficient and becawe
the theoretical values sre higher at the trailhg edge than the measure-
ments, it follows that the theoretical values must be lower at the leaMng
edge to make the srea under both curves the ssme.) This difference was
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orig&iUy”suspected to be caused by a deviation in blade contour from
a true NACA 0012 profile, such as reflex at the trailing edge at those
stations or blmle twist, but these have been chacked and no physical
deformities were measurable. Since this effect is found near the blade
tip, however, the possibility is suggested that this msybe an aerody-
namic effect, such as an increase in the boundary layer toward the tip
due to rotation effects,which could give the blade an effective negative
cariber. Without two-dimensional tests of this particular blade, however,
this phenomenon cannot be resolved.

An indication of the repeatability of the data
and 8 by conrpsrisonof station 3 (0.75R), where the
twice. The agreement is seen to be quite close for

Spanwise Wading

Figure 8 is a plot of the spawise aerodynamic

is given in figures 6
pressures were recorded
all runs.

loading for several
blade pitch angles at the three tip speeds presented. The peak load is
seen to occur at 90 to 95 percent radius and move inboard as the total
losdlngj and therefore the tip loss, increases.

A comparison of the relative loading at stations 4 and 5 (at 0.85R
aud 0.95R, respective~) for a given tip speed shows that as the loading
increases, and therefore the thrust coefficient increases, the tip loss
also increases, as is evidenced by a decrease in the magnitude of the
loading at 0.95R relative to the next inbosrd station. This indicates
that, in calculating the theoretical performance of a rotor, a tip-loss
factor which is proportional to the thrust coefficient is closer to the
actual condition than is a constant factor which is normally used. For the
range of thrust coefficients covered in this test, the tip-loss factor
which was based on thrust coefficient, varied from 0.94 at madmmm thrust
to 1.0 at zero thrust; the average tip-loss factor was approxhately 0.97,
a value commonly used when a constant factor is employed.

Figure 9 is a comp=ison of the measured data with three theoretical
curves. The short-dashed curve for blade-element theory is obtained from
the strip analysis mentioned in the discussion of performance data and
haE the ssme thrust coefficient as the measured data when the tip-loss
factor based on thrust coefficient is included. The curve for modified
theory is derived from the c~e for blade-element theoryby applying
to it an approxhate correction for a finite number of blades developed
by Prandtl for a lightly loaded propeller. (See ref. 5.) As seen from
the figure, the correction approximates the measured loading nesr the
blade
of 50
of 80

tip fairly well, but the modified theory is still high in the region
percent to 85 percent radius, as the correction has no effect inbosrd
percent radius.

.. . . . ———... _ —__ ——
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Figure 9.also shows that the more complicated Goldstein vortex theory
for Propellers (ref. 6) gives less agreement with the measured data for
the static-thrust conditions presented here than does the simple Prandtl
correction.

Thus, for performance calculations,use of a tip-loss factor in the
strip-analysistheory predicts the totel thrust quite well; but, to cal-
culate accurately the spanwise distribution of loading, as would be
desired for structural analysis, a procedure different from the simple
Prandtl correction to blade-element-theory or the more complicated
Goldstein theory is required. Possibly this procedure might be based
on sn empirical correction to the theory derived from the measured data.

CONCLUSIONS

The results of an investigation of the chordwise and spanwise aero-
MC lo-mea$ured on a15-foot-diameterhelicopter rotor blade in
static thrust for a tip-speed range of @ to 500 feet per second and
disk loads of zero to about 2.5 pounds per square foot lead to the fol-
low5ng conclusions:

1. The chordwise pressure distributions are, M general, conventional
in shape. However, the loading new the trailing edge of the outbosrd
portion of the rotor is lower than expected from theory or from a com-
parison of the loading at the inboard stations; perhaps this is due to
a spanwise boundary-layer growth adcMng to the reduction of the total
load expected from tip-loss considerations.

2. The spanwise loading increases smootlilyfromthe root toward the
tip, with the peak loads occurring at 90 to 95 percent radius and being
fsrther inboard at the higher thrust coefficients; thus, a greater tip
loss is indicated at these points.

3. The theoretical spanwise loading obtained from blade-element
strip analysis overestktes the actual loaitl.ngoutboard of 50 percent
radius. A simple Prandtl correction to this theory for a finite number
of blades gives close agreement in the region of the tip but has no effect
inbosrd of 80 percent radius.

4. The distributionof loading near the blade tip indicates that a
tip-loss factor to be used In calculating the theoretical.rotor performance
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from strip analysis should be a function of tinethrust coefficient rather
than a constant factor as is more commonly used.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Vs., February 20, 1956.
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